The 2012 Small Scale Meet was enjoyed by all who attended and was a success as shown by the photographs taken by Sheldon Yee. More photos and some nice videos taken by Vic can also be found on the chaski.org web at:

http://www.chaski.org/homemachinist/viewtopic.php?f=8&t=93053&start=12

Enjoy!

Bob Morris with his Defreitas-built ½” scale, 2 ½” gauge, 4-6-2 Pacific

Bob Morris’s Vic Shattock built ½” scale, 2 ½” gauge, 4-6-2 Pacific

Bob Morris’s Harry Dixon built ½” scale, 2 ½” gauge, 4-4-2 Atlantic.

Steve Franaszek’s 1” scale, 4 ¾” gauge, 0-6-0 British Tank Engine.
Roy Motz’s ¾” scale, 3 ½” gauge, 4-8-4 Northern under construction.

R. Dudley Stone’s ¾” scale, 3 ½” gauge, 2-6-0 O.S. design.

Chris Mahoney (LALS) & his 1” scale, 4 ¾” gauge, 0-6-0 Switcher.

Eric Maschwitz’ 1 ½” scale, 3 ½” gauge, narrow-gauge freelance shay.

High Track steaming bay; Matt Franaszek in foreground.

Scott Kennedy’s Electric Sacramento-Northern operated by David Waterman.
View of the steaming bay.